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This paper examines the Population Dynamics, the main problem in Mathematical Biology, with
Hybrid Dynamical System. In this paper, “Hybrid Dynamical Sygtem” says that Dynamical System is
consisted of Differential Equation (Continuous Time) and Difference Equation (Discrete Time). When
we examine this system, we aim at the Discrete Time. In detail, this paper examines Malthus growth
model, Logistic growth model, Logistic growth model with Harvesting, and Amensalism model, here-
after “Basic Model”, further, this paper transformes these Basic Model into Hybrid Dynamical Sys-
tem, hereafter “Hybrid Model”. This paper examines the difference between Basic Model and Hybrid
Model. This paper is found that Logistic growth model with Harvesting is consistent with the Basic
Model by the “optimality” about harvesting. Furthermore, Amensalism model has no coexistence
equilibrium, this paper proves the existence of coexistence equilibrium in Amensalism’s Hybrid Model.
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2 Malthus (1 )
2.1
Malthus Hybrid . Malthus
.
(2.1) $\frac{dx(t)}{dt}=rx(t)$ ,
, $r(\neq 0)$ . $x(t)=x(O)\exp[rt]$ . $x$ $r<0$ $0$ ,
$r>0$ .
2.2 Hybrid
Malthus Hybrid . 1 ( ) Malthus
, .
.
(2.2) $\frac{dx(t)}{dt}=rx(t)$ , $t\in[n+T_{etart}, n+T_{end}]$ .
(2.3) $x((n+1)+T_{start})=\alpha x(n+T_{e\mathfrak{n}d})$ , .
$r$ , $\alpha$ . $\tau=T_{e\mathfrak{n}d}-T_{\epsilon tart},$ $\tau\in[0,1]$
. , 1 .
$\rfloor_{\frac{\prime\prime\prime\prime\prime J^{1_{1}}1-\text{ }k\text{ _{}l}m_{\mathfrak{l}}\epsilon--arrow 1||_{1}r^{I}I_{1}^{\vee}|}{n+T_{1t\cdot rt}n+T_{Q}ffi+1)+T_{t*r1}}}^{1}t$
1: Hybrid ( : Malthus )
$T_{end}$ ,
(2.4) $x(n+T_{\epsilon \mathfrak{n}d})=x(0+T_{end})\alpha^{n}\exp[r\tau n]$
. .
(2.5) $\alpha\exp[r\tau|>1$ , $\alpha\exp[r\tau]<1$ $0$ .
.
1. Malthus (2.2), (2.3) Hybrid , $\alpha\exp[r\tau]>1$
$X$ , $\alpha\exp[r\tau]<1$ $0$ . $\alpha\exp[r\tau]=1$ $X$
.
$\alpha\exp[r\tau]$ Malthus . $x$
$\alpha$ , Malthus . $0$
.
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3 Logistic (1 )
3.1
Logistic Hybrid . Logistic
.





$X(t)= \frac{X(0)}{X(0)exP[-rt]}$ . 1
, 1 . 1 , 1
.
. $T$ (3.1) $x(T, y)$ ,
$f(y)=x(T, y)-y$ , .
(3.2) $f(y)=x(T,y)-y= \frac{y(K-y)(\exp[rT]-1)}{(\exp[rT]-1)y+K}$ .
$y$ .
$y_{1}= \frac{(-1+\sqrt{\alpha p[rT]})K}{\exp[rT]-1}$ , $y_{2}=- \frac{(-1+\sqrt{\exp[rT]})K}{\exp[rT]-1}$.
$f(y_{1})$ .





(3.5) $\frac{dx(t)}{dt}=rx(t)(1-\frac{x(t)}{K})$ , $t\in[n+T_{\epsilon tart},n+T_{end}]$ .
(3.6) $x((n+1)+T_{\epsilon tart})=\alpha x(n+T_{\epsilon nd})$ , .
$X= \frac{x}{K}$ , (3.5),(3.6) .
(3.5) $\frac{dX(t)}{dt}=rX(t)(1-X(t))$ , $t\in[n+T_{\epsilon tart}, n+T_{\epsilon nd}]$ .
(3.6) $X((n+1)+T_{\epsilon tart})=\alpha X(n+T_{end})$ , .
(3.5) , .
(3.7) $\frac{1}{X(n+T_{\epsilon nd})}=\frac{\exp[-r\tau]}{X(n+T_{\epsilon tart})}-\exp[-r\tau]+1$.
, .
(3.8)
$X(n+T_{\epsilon nd})=[ \frac{1}{X(0+T_{\epsilon \mathfrak{n}d})}-\frac{1-exP[-r\tau]}{1-\frac{\exp[-r\tau]}{\alpha}}](\alpha exP[r\tau])^{-n}+\frac{\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{1-exP[-r\tau]}}{1_{\alpha}^{o’\iota L-r\lrcorner\tau}-}1$
.
.
(3.9) $\alpha\exp[r\tau]<1$ , $\lim_{narrow\infty}X(n+T_{\epsilon nd})=0$ .
(3.10) $\alpha\exp[r\tau]=1$ , $\lim_{narrow\infty}X(n+T_{end})=X(0+T_{end})$ ( ).
(3.11) $\alpha\exp[r\tau]>1$ \emptyset , $\lim_{narrow\infty}X(n+T_{\epsilon nd})=\frac{1-\frac{\epsilon xp[-r\tau]}{\alpha}}{1-\exp[-r\tau]}=1+\frac{1-\frac{1}{\alpha}}{\exp[r\tau]-1}$ .
$\tauarrow 1$ $X(n+T_{e\mathfrak{n}d})arrow 1$ ( ).
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$\tauarrow 0$ $X(n+T_{end})arrow\infty$ .
.




. $\tauarrow 1$ $X(n+T_{end})arrow 1,$ $\tauarrow 0$ , $X(n+T_{\epsilon nd})arrow\infty$
. $\alpha\exp[r\tau]<1$ $X$ $0$ . $\alpha\exp[r\tau]=1$ $X$
.
Hybrid $\alpha\exp[r\tau]>1$ . $\tauarrow 1$ Logistic
, 1 , $\tauarrow 0$ , $\infty$
.
, $E(1>E>0)$ , $\alphaarrow$
$(1-E)$ , . , Logistic
, . 2
.
2’. Logistic (3.5), (36) Hybrid , $0<E<$
$1-\exp[-r\tau]$ , $X$ $1- \frac{\overline{1}-TE}{\alpha P[r\tau]-1}$ . $E>1-\alpha p[-r\tau]$ $X$ $0$ .











2 , $x$ , (4.1) 1 $h$
. $x= \frac{K}{2}$ , (MSY, maximum sustainable yield) $\frac{rK}{4}$
$rK$
. $h$ – , 2 $x_{-}$ $x$’ .
$x$ $x_{-}$ $x^{n}$ , 1 ( ) 2 ( ) (4.1)
4) .




(F.1) $\frac{\partial H}{\partial h}=1-\mu=0$ , 1F.2) $\frac{d\mu}{dt}=-\frac{\partial H}{\partial x}=-\mu r(1-\frac{2x}{K})=0$,
(F. $1$ ), $(F.2)$ $x^{*}=\underline{K}$ . $h\cdot=^{\underline{rK}}$ .
24
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$x$ , $x$ .
,
, $x^{*}$ .
, $\frac{rK}{4}$ $\frac{K}{2}$ $0$ .





$m$ , , $m= \frac{r}{a}$ $0$ ( 2
)





Logistic , , .
(3.5) $\frac{dX(t)}{dt}=rX(t)(1-X(t))$ , $t\in[n+T_{\epsilon tart},n+T_{e\mathfrak{n}d}]$ .






hbax r ) tv) m.$x$
, $X= \frac{K}{2}$ . $am= \frac{r}{2}$ , $h \cdot=amx=\frac{rK}{4}$ .
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. 3 $\alphaarrow(1-E)$ ,
.
(3.5) $\frac{dX(t)}{dt}=rX(t)(1-X(t))$ , $t\in[n+T_{\epsilon tart}, n+T_{end}]$ .
(3.6) $X((n+1)+T_{start})=(1-E)X(n+T_{\epsilon nd})$ , .
.
2’. Logistic (3.5), (3.6) Hybrid , $0<E<$
$1-\exp[-r\tau]$ , $X$ $1- \frac{\frac{E}{1-E}}{exP[r\tau]-1}$ . $E>1-\exp[-r\tau]$ $X$ $0$ .
$E=1-\exp[-r\tau]$ $\text{ _{}D}^{A}X|hm$ $(H$ .
$\tau$ . $\tau=0$
, . $\tau=1$ , .
$\tau\approx 1$ $X$ .
,
maax $E \sum_{t=1}^{\infty}X(t)$ ,
subject to




, $(1-E)\exp[-r\tau]<1$ $X$ $0$ . ,
$E$ , , $0$ . ,
$(1-E)\exp[-r\tau]>1$ . , $X$ $1+ \frac{1_{T-T}^{1}-}{exP[r\tau]-1}$
. , .
max $E \sum_{t=1}^{\infty}X(t)$
subject to $X(t)=1+ \frac{1-\frac{1}{1-E}}{exP[r\tau]-1}$
, $E^{*}=1\pm\sqrt{\exp[-r\tau]}$ , , $0<E<1$ , $E’=1-\sqrt{\exp[-r\tau]}$ .
l $\tauarrow\infty$ &\mbox{\boldmath $\tau$}6&, $Earrow 1$ &tS6. $$- $k$ \mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$})@\emptyset R $1hX^{*}= \frac{1-\sqrt{\exp[-r\tau]}}{\sqrt{exP[r\tau]}-\sqrt{exP[-r\tau]}}$
, (maximal sustainable growth path) .




, Zhang, et al. [19], Bal and Wang [1]
6) (impulsive harvaeting) .
, .
6) Dirac $n$ , Shual, et al. [14] .
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Hybrid $\tau\approx 1$ . .
(4.2) $\frac{dN}{dt}=rN(1-\frac{N}{K})-\delta(s(t))Eh(N(t))$ , $N(t_{0})=N_{0}$ .
$\delta$ Dirac
$\theta(t)=\{$
7) Heaviside $\theta(t)$ . .
1, if $s(t)\geq 0$ ,
$0$ , if $s(t)<0$ .
$t\neq nT$ $s(t)=-1$ , $\theta(s(t))=0$ , . $t=nT$,
$s(t)=0$ , $\theta(s(t))=1$ , . , 3
. $t=nT$ $Q(nT)$ .
$Q(nT)= \int_{-\infty}^{nT}\delta(s(t))Eh(N(t))dt-\int_{-\infty}^{(n-1)T}\delta(s(t))Eh(N(t))dt=Eh(N(nT))$ .
3: : $T$ .
4.3.1 $h$
, $h(N(t))=1$ . (4.2)
.
$(43) \frac{dN}{dt,t_{0}}=rN(1-\frac{N}{\text{ ^{}K}})-\delta(s(t))E,N(t_{0})=N_{0}\sim$
$N(t,, N_{0})\geq\llcorner,$ $k’\LeftrightarrowBaf_{X}A_{a}\text{ _{}\varpi \text{ }B\text{ }(3.1)}^{\Delta}$ $x$ ($t$ , to, $x_{0}$ ) .
.
3. (Zhang, et al. [19]) (i) $0<E<w$ , (4.3) 2 $\xi_{1}(t),$ $\xi_{2}(t)$
, .
$\xi_{1}(nT)=\frac{1}{2}(K-E-\sqrt{(K-E)^{2}-\frac{4EK}{\alpha p[rT]-1}})$ , $\forall n\in N$ ,
$\xi_{2}(nT)=\frac{1}{2}(K-E+\sqrt{(K-E)^{2}-\frac{4EK}{\exp[rT]-1}})$ , $\forall n\in N$ .
$(\ddot{u})E=w$ (4.3) $\xi(t)$ , $\xi(nT)=\frac{1}{2}(K-E),\forall n\in N$
(3.2) , .
$F(y)$ $:=f(y)-E= \frac{(\exp[rT]-1)y(K-y)}{(\exp[rT]-1)y+K}-E$ ,
$F(y)=0$ $y$’
$y’= \frac{(K-E)\pm\sqrt{(K-E)^{2}-\frac{4EK}{\exp[rT]-1}}}{2}$
. $0<E<w$ , $E=\omega$ , $0$ .




$\tau)\delta(0)=\infty,$ $s\neq 0$ $\delta(s)=0,$ $\int_{-\infty}^{\infty}\delta(s)ds=1$ ,
$\iota(t)=\{\begin{array}{ll}0, t=nT,n\in N, \text{ }.-1, t\neq nT,n\in N.\end{array}$
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$N(2T, 0, y_{1})=N(2T, T, N(Y, y_{1}))=N(2T, T, y_{1})=x(2T, T, y_{1})-E$
$=x(T, y_{1})-E=y_{1}$ ,
, $N(nT,0, y_{1})=y_{1},$ $\forall n\in N$ . $N(nT, 0, y_{2})=y_{2}=N(O, 0, y_{2})$ ,
$\forall n\in N$ . $\xi_{1}(t)=N(t, 0, y_{1}),$ $\xi_{2}(t)=N(t, 0, y_{2})$ $\xi_{1}(nT)=y_{1},$ $\xi_{2}(nT)=y_{2}$ ,
$\forall n\in N$ , (4.3) .
$E=\omega$ , $F(y)=0$ $y_{1}=y_{2}= \frac{1}{2}(K-E)$ . (4.3) $\xi(t),$ $\xi(nT)=\frac{1}{2}(K-E)$ ,
$\forall n\in N$ . ( )
4. (Zhang, et al. [19]) (i) $E<\omega$ , $N_{0}>y_{1}$ , $tarrow+\infty$ , $N(t,0,N_{0})arrow$
$\xi_{2}(t)$ , $0<N_{0}<y_{1}$ , $N(t,0, N_{0})arrow 0$ . (ii) $E=\omega$ , $N_{0}> \frac{1}{2}(K-E)$ ,
$tarrow+\infty$ , $N(t,0, N_{0})arrow\xi(t)$ , $No< \frac{1}{2}(K-E)$ , $N(t, 0, N_{0})arrow 0$ .
(iii) $E>w$ , $\forall N0\geq 0$ , $tarrow+\infty$ , $N(t,0, N_{0})arrow 0$ .
$y<\overline{y}$ , $dF(y)/dy=f’(y)>0$ , $y>\overline{y}$ , $dF(y)/dy=f’(y)<0$ .
, $y_{2}>\overline{y}>y_{1}$ . ,
$K>K-E>y_{2}>\overline{y}>y_{1}>0$ .
$y_{1}<y<y_{2}$ , $F(y)>0$ , $0<y<y_{1}$ , $y>y_{2}$ $F(y)<0$ .
$E<w$ . $No>y_{2}$ , $N_{\mathfrak{n}}=N$($nT,$ $0$ , No) .
$N_{1}=x(T, N_{0})-E=f(N_{0})+M-E=F(N_{0})+++N_{0}<N_{0}$ .
, $N_{0}>y_{2}$
$N_{1}=x(T, N_{0})-E>x(T,y_{2})-E=N(T,0, y_{2})=\xi_{2}(T)=y_{2}$ .
. ,
$N_{2}=N(2T,0, N_{0})=N(2T, T, N_{1})=x(T, N_{1})-E=F(N_{1})+N_{1}<N_{1}$
, $N_{2}=x(T, N_{1})-E>x(T,y_{2})-E=\xi_{2}(T)=y_{2}$ . , $\{N_{\mathfrak{n}}\}$
$y_{2}$ , . $\beta\in\{N_{\mathfrak{n}}\}$ ,
$\beta\geq y_{2}$ . $\beta>y_{2}$ ,
$N_{n+1}-N_{n}=N((n+1)T, nT, N_{\mathfrak{n}})-N_{n}=x(T, N_{n})-E-N_{n}=F(N_{n})$ ,
, $narrow\infty$ , $0=F(\beta)$ . $F(y)=0$ 2 , . $\beta=y_{2}$
.
$\epsilon>0$ $t\in[0, T$), $|x_{0}-y_{2}|<\delta$ , $|x(t,x_{0})-x(t, y_{2})|<\epsilon$ $\delta\in(0,\epsilon)$
. $n\geq\overline{N}$ , $t\in[nT,$ $(n+1)T)$ , $0<N_{\mathfrak{n}}-y_{2}<\delta$ $\overline{N}$ .
.
$|N(t,0,N_{0})-\xi_{2}(t)|=|N(t, nT, N_{n})-N(t,nT, y_{2})|$
$=|x(t,nT, N_{n})-x(t, nT, y_{2})|<|x(t-nT,0, N_{n})-x(t-nT,0, y_{2})|<\epsilon$
.
$|N(t, 0, N_{0})-\xi_{2}(t)|<\epsilon$ $t\geq\overline{N}T$
$E<\omega,$ $No>y_{2}$ , $tarrow\infty$ , $N(t,0, N_{0})arrow\xi_{2}(t)$ . $y_{1}<N0<y_{2}$
, $tarrow\infty$ , $N(t, 0, N_{0})arrow\xi_{2}(t)$ . $No>y_{1}$ ,t\rightarrow \infty ,
$N(t,0, N_{0})arrow\xi_{2}(t)$ . $0<N_{0}<y_{1}$ , $tarrow\infty$
, $N(t,0, N_{0})arrow 0$ .
(ii) $E=\omega$ , (iii) $E>w$ . ( )
3, 4 , (i) $0<E<w= \max f(y)$ , (4.3) 2 $\xi_{1}(t),\xi_{2}(t)$
, $\xi_{2}(t)$ , $\xi_{1}(t)$ . $\xi_{1}(t)$ , $N(t)$
$0$ , , $\xi_{2}(t)$ .
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(ii) $E=\omega$ , (4.3) $\xi(T),$ $\xi(nT)=\frac{1}{2}(K-E)$ ,
$N_{0}>\xi(T)$ , $N(t)arrow\xi(t)$ , (semistable) . $N_{0}<\xi(T)$ , $N(t)arrow 0$
.
(iii) $E>\omega$ , $0$ .
.
4.3.2 $h$
$h$ , $h(N)=EN,$ $E$ ,
$0<E<1$ . $t=nT$ $Q(nT)=EN(nT)$ .
(4.4) $\frac{dN}{dt}=rN(1-\frac{N}{K})-\delta(s(t))EN$, $N(t_{0})=N_{0}$ .
, (4.4) $N$($t$ , to, No) . .




5. (Zhang, et al. [19]) $0<E<1-\exp[-rT]$ , (4.4) $\xi(t)$
,
.
$f^{\wedge}.\xi(t)(nT)=$ 4= xEpex[ [mr]( ,
.
$E\geq 1-\exp[-rT]$ , $N(t)$ $0$ .
$G(y)=x(T, y)-Ex(T, y)-y=(1-E)(f(y)+y)-y=(1-E)f(y)-Ey$
(4.5) $= \frac{(1-E)(up[rT]-1)(K-y)}{(\exp[rT]-1)y+K}-Ey$ .
. $0<E<1-\alpha p[-rT]$ , $G(y)=0$ .
(46) $\tilde{y}=\frac{(\exp[rT](1-E)-1)K}{\exp[rT]-1}$,





(4.7) $N(nT,0,\tilde{y})=\tilde{y}$ , $\forall n\in N$ .
(4.4) $\xi(nT)=\tilde{y}$ $\xi(t):=N(t, 0,\tilde{y}),$ $\forall n\in N$ .
4 $N_{0}>\tilde{y}>0$ . $N_{n}:=N$ ($nT,$ $0$ , No), $n\in N$ .
, $N_{1}<N_{0}$ , $N_{1}=\tilde{y}$ . . hhm $N_{n}=\tilde{y}$
$\epsilon>0$ , $|x_{0}-\tilde{y}|<\delta$ , $t\in[0, T$) $|x(t,x_{0})-x(t,\tilde{y})|<\epsilon$
$\delta\in(0,\epsilon)$ . $n\geq\tilde{N}$ $0<N_{\mathfrak{n}}-y\sim<\delta$ $\tilde{N}$ . $n\geq\tilde{N}$,
$t\in[nT,$ $(n+1)T)$










, $E\geqq 1-\exp[-rT]$ $0$ . ( )
4.,5 , . Clark [5],
[15] . Hybrid 22’ .
4.4
441
$r$ $K$ $t$ ,
. $(seasonality)$ , (Fan and Wang
[6]).
) $r(t), \frac{dx(t}{K(t)dt}$ )lx\emptyset (t tt&)) . (4.8) Bemoulli
. $K\neq 0$ , $x(t_{0})=x_{0}(x_{0}\neq 0)$ , .
(4.9) $x(t)=( \frac{1}{x_{0}}$ exp $[- \int_{t_{O}}^{t}r(s)ds]+\int_{t_{O}}^{t}\frac{r(s)}{K(s)}\exp[-\int^{t}r(\tau)d_{T}]d_{S})^{-1}$
.
6. (Fan and Wang [6]) $K(t)>0,$ $\int_{0}^{1}r(s)ds>0$ , 1 $x^{P}(t)$
$\simbB^{i}$ $\cdot$ .
(4.10) $x^{P}(t)=( \exp[\int_{0}^{1}r(s)ds]-1)(\int^{t+1}\frac{r(s)}{K(s)}\exp[-\int_{l}^{t}r(\tau)d_{\mathcal{T}}]ds)^{-1}$ .




. $tarrow\infty$ , .
(4.11) $\int_{t_{0}}^{t}\frac{r(s)}{K(s)}\exp[-\int^{t}r(\tau)d\tau]ds-\frac{1}{A-1}\int^{t+1}\frac{r(s)}{K(s)}\exp[-\int^{t}r(\tau)d\tau]dsarrow 0$,
$A= \exp\int_{0}^{1}r(s)ds$ . (4.11)
$\vee t$ $arrowarrow$ $p:- c$ .
exp $[- \int_{to}^{t}r(s)ds](\int_{t_{0}}^{t}\frac{r(s)}{K(s)}\exp[\int_{to}^{t}r(\tau)d\tau]-\frac{1}{A-1}\int^{t+1}\frac{r(s)}{K(s)}\exp[\int^{t}r(\tau)d\tau]ds)$
$:= \exp[-\int_{to}^{t}r(s)ds]F(t)$ $(arrow 0(tarrow\infty))$
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$F’(t)= \frac{r(t)}{K(t)}\exp[\int_{t_{O}}^{t}r(\tau)d\tau]-\frac{1}{A-1}(\frac{r(t+1)}{K(t+1)}\exp[\int_{to}^{t+1}r(\tau)d\tau]-\frac{r(t)}{K(t)}\exp[\int_{t_{0}}^{t}r(\tau)d\tau])$
$= \frac{r(t)}{K(t)}$ exp $[ \int_{t_{0}}^{t}r(\tau)d\tau]-\frac{1}{A-1}\frac{r(t)}{K(t)}(\exp[\int^{t+1}r(\tau)d\tau]-1)=0$,
, $r(t)$ 1 ,F(t) , 1 .





$r(t),$ $K(t)$ 1 . $K(t)$ , .
(4.13) $\int_{0}^{1}r(t)dt>E>0$ .
(4.12) $h$ $m$ $x_{B}(t_{0})=x_{0}(x_{0}\neq 0)$ , .
(4.14) $x_{E}(t)=( \frac{1}{x_{0}}\exp[-\int_{1_{O}}^{t}(r(s)-E)ds]+\int_{t_{0}}^{t}\frac{r(s)}{K(s)}\exp[-l^{t}(r(\tau)-E)d\tau]ds)^{-1}$
.
7. (Fan and Wang [6]) $K(t)>0,$ $(4.13)$ , 1 $x^{P}(t)$
$arrow k\hslash^{i}$ rr 6.
(4.15) $x_{E}^{P}(t)=( \exp[\int_{0}^{1}(r(s)-E)ds]-1)(\int^{t+1}\frac{r(s)}{K(s)}\exp[-\int^{t}(r(\tau)-E)d\tau]ds)^{-1}$.
















8. (Fan and Wang [6]) $K(t)>0,$ $(4.17)$ , 1 $x_{E}^{P}(t)$
.
(4.19) $x_{E}^{P}(t)=( \exp[\int_{0}^{1}(r(s)-E(s))ds]-1)(\int^{t+1}\frac{r(s)}{K(s)}\exp[-l^{t}(r(\tau)-E(\tau))d\tau]ds)^{-1}$ .









9. (Fan and Wang [6]) $r(t)\geq\frac{2K’(t)}{K(t)}$ , (4.20) , $E^{t}=$




. ( \emptyset =l--Kg(tm)
$Y(E’(t))=\frac{1}{4}\int_{0}^{1}r(t)K(t)dt$ .
Fan and Wang [6] .
$r(t)=r,$ $K(t)=K$ , , $E’= \frac{r}{2},$ $x^{*}= \frac{K}{2}Y^{*}=\frac{rK}{4}$ ,
5, Clark [5], [15] .
4.4.4 Hybrid
$r,$ $K$ , Hybrid .
(4.21) $\frac{dx(t)}{dt}=r(t)x(t)(1-\frac{x(t)}{K(t)})$ , $t\in[n+T_{\epsilon tart}, n+T_{\epsilon nd}]$ .
(4.22) $x((n+1)+T_{start})=\alpha x(n+T_{e\mathfrak{n}d})$ , .
(3.5) (3.5) , $r\tau$ $\int_{T}^{T}r(t)dt$
.
\pi gR\mbox{\boldmath $\sigma$}) .
$\alpha$ exp $[ \int_{T}^{T_{\epsilon}}r(t)dt]<1$ , $\lim_{narrow\infty}X(n+T_{\epsilon nd})=0$ .
$\alpha$ exp $[ \int_{T}^{T_{\epsilon}}r(t)dt]=1$ , $\lim_{narrow\infty}X(n+T_{end})=X(0+T_{\epsilon \mathfrak{n}d})$ ( ).
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$\alpha\exp[\int_{T_{\hslash}}^{T_{\epsilon}}r(t)dt]>10)\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}_{\text{ }},\lim_{narrow\infty}X(n+T_{end})=\frac{1-\exp[\int_{T_{s}}^{T_{e}}r(t)dt]/\alpha}{1-\exp[\int_{T_{\delta}}^{T_{e}}r(t)dt]}=1+\frac{1-\frac{1}{\alpha}}{\exp[\int_{T}^{T_{\epsilon}}r(t)dt]-1}$ .
$\tauarrow 1$ $X(n+T_{end})arrow 1$ ( ).
$\tauarrow 0$ $X(n+T_{end})arrow\infty$ .
.
10. Logistic (4.21), (4.22) Hybrid , $\alpha\exp[\int_{T}^{T_{\epsilon}}r(t)dt]>$
$1$ ose $X$ }
$h1+ \frac{1-\frac{1}{\alpha}}{\exp[\int_{T}^{T_{c}}r(t)dt]-1}\mathfrak{l}^{-}\cdot$
$\cdot i^{-}$ . $\alpha$ exp $[ \int_{T_{*}}^{T_{\epsilon}}r(t)dt]<1$ $\text{ _{}\mathfrak{o}}^{A}X|g0$ t\breve R
$\alpha\exp[\int_{T}^{T_{\epsilon}}r(t)dt]=1$ $X$ .
4.4.5
Bainov and $Sim\infty nov[3]$ , Liu and Chen [12] 8).
(4.23) $\frac{dx(t)}{dt}=x(t)(r(t)-a(t)x(t))$ , $t\neq t_{k},$ $k\in N$ ,
(4.24) $\Delta x(t_{k})=b_{k}x(t_{k})$, $k\in N$ .
(4.25) $r(t+\omega)=r(t),$ $a(t+w)=a(t),$ $t\in R,$ $t_{k+t}=t_{k}+T,$ $b_{k+l}=b_{k},$ $k\in N$ ,
(4.26) $r(t)>0,$ $a(t)>0,$ $t\in \mathbb{R}_{+},$ $1+b_{k}>0,$ $b_{k}\neq 0,$ $k\in N$ .
.
11. (Bainov and $Sim\infty nov[3]$ , Liu and Chen [12]) $T=w$ , $(4.25)-(4.26)$ ,
(4.27) $\mu=\prod_{k\approx 1}^{l}\frac{1}{1+b_{k}}\exp[-\int_{0}^{T}r(\tau)d_{T}]<1^{9)}$
, Hybrid (4.23), (4.24) $T$ $x’(t,x_{0}^{*})$ . (4.27)
, $x(t)$ $0$ .
, $x^{P}(t)$ $x(t_{0})=x_{0}(>0)$ , $x(t)$ .
$\lim_{\ellarrow\infty}|x(t)-x^{P}(t)|=0$.
.







$x(O)=x_{0}$ (4.23), (4.24) $x(t)=x(t,x_{0})$ , $z(O)=z0=$
$1/x_{0}$ (4.28), (4.29) $z(t)=z(t, z_{0})$ .
$\overline{\epsilon)_{Ber\infty an\epsilon ky}}$and Braverman[4] .




$T\mu$ $\gamma$ $\mu$ ,
$\mu=\prod_{k-1}^{\iota}(\frac{1}{1+b_{k}})^{\gamma}\exp[-\int_{0}^{T}r(\tau)d\tau]$
$x$ , $0$ . $\gamma$ .
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$W(t, s)= \prod_{s\leq t_{k}<t}\frac{1}{1+b_{k}}$ exp $[- \int_{s}^{t}r(\tau)d\tau]$
. FW\nearrow /- .
(4.30) $z(t)=W(t, 0)z(0)+ \int_{0}^{t}W(t, s)a(s)ds$
$z(T)=z(O)$ $f’.-;^{-}.fp$ , $T$- . (4.30)
.
$(1-W(t, O))z(O)=\int_{0}^{t}W(t, s)a(s)ds$ .
$\int_{0}^{t}W(t, s)a(s)ds>0$
, $\mu<1$ , (4.30) . (4.23),(4.24)
. (4.27) , $z(t)arrow\infty$ , $x(t)$ $0$
.
$x^{*}(t, x_{0}^{*})$ . , .
$\lim_{tarrow\infty}|z(t)-z^{n}(t)|=0$ ,
$z\sim t$) (4.28),(4.29) . $W(t, s)$ ,
.
(4.31) $|z(t)-z^{*}(t)|=W(t, O)|z(0)-z’(0)|$ .
$tarrow\infty$ , $W(t,0)arrow 0$ . $t\in(nT, (n+1)T$], $b= \max_{\epsilon\in[0,T]}\prod_{0\leq\iota_{u<\epsilon}}\frac{1}{1+b_{k}}$
$W(t,0)= \prod_{0<t_{k}<1}\frac{1}{1+b_{k}}\frac{1}{1+b_{k}}\alpha p[-\int_{0}^{t}r(\tau)d_{\mathcal{T}}]=\prod_{0<t_{k}<nT}\frac{1}{1+b_{k}}\prod_{nT\leq l_{k}<1}\frac{1}{1+b_{k}}\exp[-\int_{0}^{t}r(\tau)d\tau]$
$=( \prod_{0<t_{k}<T}\frac{1}{1+b_{k}}\alpha p[-\int_{0}^{T}r(\tau)d_{\mathcal{T}}])^{n}\prod_{0\leq t_{k}<t-nT}\frac{1}{1+b_{k}}\exp[-\int_{nT}^{t}r(\tau)d_{\mathcal{T}}]$
$\leq($
$\prod_{0<t_{k}<T}\frac{1}{1+b_{k}}$ exp $[- \int_{0}^{T}r(\tau)d\tau])^{n}=b\mu^{n}$ .
$\mu<1$ $\lim_{tarrow\infty}\mu^{\mathfrak{n}}=0$ , $tarrow\infty imW(t, 0)=0$ . ( )
4.4.6
logistic , Hybrid (Xiao,
et al. [17]).
(4.32) $\frac{dx(t)}{dt}=r(t)x(t)[1-\frac{x(t)}{K(t)}]$ , $t\neq\tau_{k},$ $k\in N$ ,
(4.33) $x(\tau_{k}^{+})=x(\tau_{k})(1-E_{k})$ , $t=\tau_{k},$ $k\in N$ ,
, $r(t),$ $K(t)$ , .
(4.34) $r(t+T)=r(t),$ $K(t+T)=K(t),$ $\tau_{k+q}=\tau_{k}+T,$ $E_{k+q}=E_{k},$ $0<E_{k}<1$ .





(4.37) $\frac{dx(t)}{dt}=r(t)x(t)[1-\frac{x(t)}{K(t)}]$ , $t\neq\tau_{k},$ $k\in N$ ,
(4.38) $x(\tau_{k}^{+})=x(\tau_{k})(1-E_{k})$ , $t=\tau_{k},$ $k\in N$ .
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10).
(4.39) $Y_{\{E_{\dot{k}}\}_{k=1}^{q}}= \max Y_{\{E_{k}\}_{k=1}^{q}}E_{k}=\sum_{k=1}^{q}E_{k}x(k)$ ,
:
(4.40) $x(k+1)=[ \frac{1}{(1-E_{k})x(k)}\exp[-\int_{\tau_{k}}^{\tau_{k+1}}r(\tau)d\tau]+\int_{\tau_{k}}^{\tau_{k+1}}\frac{r(s)}{K(s)}\exp[-\int_{\tau_{k}}^{\tau_{k+1}}r(\tau)d\tau]]^{-1}$ ,
.
12. (Xiao, et al. [17]) (4.34),(4.35),(4.36) , ,
$\{E_{k}^{*}\}_{k=1}^{q}$ .
$\frac{D^{1/2}(\tau_{k+1})(1-D^{1/2}(\tau_{k+1}))}{1-D^{1/2}(\tau_{k})}\frac{B(\tau_{k})}{B(\tau_{k+1})}\leq 1$,
$B( \tau k)=\int_{\tau_{k-1}}^{\tau_{k}}\frac{r(s)}{K(s)}\exp[-\int_{\epsilon}^{\tau_{k}}r(\tau)ds]$ , $D( \tau_{k})=\exp[-\int_{\tau_{k-1}}^{\tau_{k}}r(\tau)d_{\mathcal{T}}]$ ,
$E_{k}^{l}=1- \frac{D^{1/2}(\tau_{k+1})(1-D^{1/2}(\tau_{k+1}))}{1-D^{1/2}(\tau_{k})}\frac{B(\tau_{k})}{B(\tau_{k+1})}$,
.
$x’ P(t)=[ \exp[-\int_{\tau_{k}}^{t}r(\tau)d\tau]B(\tau_{k+1}[D^{1/2}(\tau_{k+1})-D(\tau_{k+1})]^{-1})+\int_{\tau_{k}^{\frac{r(\epsilon)}{K(s)}\alpha p}}^{t}[-\int^{t}r(\tau)d_{\mathcal{T}}]d_{S}]^{-1}$ ,









$H(x(k), E_{k}, \lambda(k+1),\tau_{k})=-E_{k}x(k)+\lambda(k+1)[\frac{D(\tau_{k+1})}{(1-E_{k})x(k)}+B(\tau_{k+1})]^{-1}$ .
$f$ $\lambda(k+1)|h\text{ ^{}\prime}\ \Phi$ 6.
$\{E_{k}^{*}, k=1,2, \cdots q\}$ , $\{x_{k}^{l}, k=1,2, \cdots q\}$ (
ffl(k k)) .E\partial ak))
.
$\lambda(k)=-E_{k}+\lambda(k+1)[\frac{D(\tau_{k+1})}{(1-E_{k}^{l})x^{l}(k)}+B(\tau_{k+1})]^{-2}D(\tau k+1)[(1-E_{k})(x’(k))^{2}]^{-1}’$,
(4.41) $x’(k)=- \lambda(k+1)[\frac{D(\tau_{k+1})}{(1-E_{k})x^{s}(k)}+B(\tau_{k+1})]^{-2}D(\tau_{k+1})[x’(k)(1-E_{k}^{*})^{2}]^{-1}$ .
(4.41) .
$\lambda(k+1)=-[\frac{D(\tau_{k+1})}{(1-E_{k}^{l})x^{l}(k)}+B(\tau_{k+1})]^{2}D(\tau_{k+1})[x^{t}(k)(1-E_{k}^{l})^{2}]$ .
$\lambda(k)$ , $\lambda(k)=-1$ . (4.38)






(4.43) $x^{*}(k)= \frac{1-D^{1/2}(\tau_{k})}{B(\tau_{k})},$ $k=1,2,$ $\cdots q$ .
(4.42)
$E_{k}^{*}=1-D^{1/2}( \tau_{k+1})\frac{x^{*}(k+1)}{x^{*}(k)}=1-\frac{D^{1/2}(\tau_{k+1})(1-D^{1/2}(\tau_{k+1}))B(\tau_{k})}{D^{1/2}(\tau_{k})B(\tau_{k+1})},$ $k=1,2,$ $\cdots q$ .








$t\in(\tau_{k},\tau_{k+1}],$ $k=1,2,$ $\cdots q$ .





. $x^{*}(t)$ 1 . (Xiao, et al. [17])
. ( )
Xiao, et al. [17], 4 ,
9 .
$\Delta\tau=\max\{\Delta\tau_{k} : \Delta\tau_{k}=\tau_{k+1}-\tau_{k}, k=0,1,2, \cdots , q\}$









, 2 , 11). Hybrid
. 2
ffl Wang, et al. [1 , .
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$K$ $;\check{\eta}tx\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}\ovalbox{\tt\small REJECT}$ $\overline{\tau}Ks\xi:$ $\check{x}_{-}$ .
(5.1) $\frac{dx}{dt}=x(r_{x}-a_{12}y)$ ,
$\gammaarrow\vee f^{i}$
$(52)$ ri,i=–dqytx,=y}y|(fry\epsilon -aa\emptyset 22gy) .
$a_{12}$ , a22 .
2 $(x^{*}, y^{*})=(0,0),(0,$ $\frac{r_{y}}{a_{22}})$ .
. $y$ $x$ , , $x$ $y$
$x$
$r_{x}$ $0$ .
. $(0,0)$ $r_{x},$ $r_{y}$ , $(0,$ $\frac{r_{y}}{a_{22}})$
$r_{x}- \frac{a_{12}}{a_{22}}r_{y},$ $-r_{y}$ $\circ$
5.2 Hybrid :
, $x$ $y$ .
Hybrid . (5.3),(5.4) ,
$(5.5),(5.6)$ . Hybrid
. Malthus , Logistic
, , , - .
, , $\alpha_{1}$ , $\alpha_{2}$ .
(5.3) $\frac{dx}{dt}=x(r_{x}-a_{12}y)$ , $t\in[n+T_{\iota tar\ell}, n+T_{\epsilon nd}]$ ,
(5.4) $\frac{dy}{dt}=y(r_{y}-a_{22}y)$, $t\in[n+T_{start},n+T_{\epsilon nd}]$ ,
(5.5) $x((n+1)+T_{start})=\alpha_{1}x(n+T_{\epsilon nd})$ , ,
(5.6) $y((n+1)+T_{etart})=\alpha_{2}y(n+T_{\epsilon nd})$ , .
(3.1), $Y(t)=\frac{a_{22}}{r_{\nu}}y(t)$ $y$ .
(5 $x\}_{\llcorner}^{\vee}y$ \epsilon .--{--y(5(o.3+)lT,e(’5\iota d.)4)- ) {$=^{22}b$
$*$










(5.9) . $x(n+T_{ltart})= \alpha_{1}^{n}x(0+T_{\epsilon nd})\infty[nz](\frac{y(n+T_{\epsilon nd})}{\alpha_{2}^{n}y(0+T_{\epsilon \mathfrak{n}d})})^{\frac{\alpha}{o}1l}l2$
$(5.7),(5.9)$ $T_{\epsilon \mathfrak{n}d}$ $x$ .
(5.10)
$x(n+T_{\epsilon nd})=x(0+T_{end}) \frac{A^{n}}{[y(0+T_{\epsilon nd})\{\frac{1}{\nu(0+T_{*nd})}-U\}+B^{n}U]^{\dot{\alpha}_{22}}\Phi\Delta l}$ ,
$A= \alpha_{1}^{\overline{a}_{12}}exp.(r_{x}-n_{Al}(1-\frac{a}{a}\iota a_{r_{y})\tau)^{\frac{\alpha}{n}2l}],B}2212=\exp[r_{\nu}\tau],$
$U= \frac{a_{22}(1-\exp[-r_{\nu}\tau])}{r_{\nu}(1-\frac{1}{\alpha_{2}}exP[-r_{y}\tau])}$ .
(5.10) $n$ , $A,$ $B$ . $A,$ $B$ 1 $x$





Hybrid 2 . (I) $A=1,$ $B=1$ , (II)
$A=1,$ $B<1$ .
(I) $A=1,$ $B=1$ , $x(n+T_{\epsilon nd}),$ $y(n+T_{end})$ $x(0+T_{end}),$ $y(0+T_{\epsilon nd})$
. $n$ $n+1$ , $x((n+1)+T_{\epsilon nd})=x(n+T_{end})$







5.3 Hybrid : $\text{ _{}y[}-=$
$y$ . $y$ , (3.1) .
Hybrid . (5.11),(5.12)
, $(5.13),(5.14)$ . Hybrid







(5.14) $y((n+1)+T_{\iota tart})=\alpha y(n+T_{\epsilon nd})$ , .
$y$ .
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(5.15) $y(n+T_{end})= \frac{1}{\{_{\frac{y0+T1\iota d}{}}-U\}(\alpha exP[r\tau])^{-n}+U}$ , $U= \frac{a_{22}(1-\exp[-r_{\nu}\tau])}{r_{y}(1-\frac{1}{a}exP[-r_{y}\tau])}$ .
$x$ .
(5.16) $x(n+T_{end})=x(n+T_{start})[ exP[r_{x_{22}}-\frac{a}{a}\lrcorner z_{\tau]\{\frac{y(n+T_{end})}{y(n+T_{\iota tart})}\}^{\frac{a}{\alpha}1a}]}22$
$y$ , (5.13) . $x$
.
(5.17) $x(n+T_{\epsilon tart})=x((n-1)+T_{end})\exp[r_{x}(1-\tau)]$ .
$(5.16),(5.17)$ $T_{end}$ $x$ .
(5.18) $x(n+T_{end})=x(0+T_{end}) \exp[nz]\alpha^{-n\frac{u}{a}}221l(\frac{y(n+T_{end})}{y(0+T_{end})})^{\overline{u}_{22}}a_{\lrcorner a}$
$f^{i}$
$z=r_{x}(1-\tau)+(r_{x_{22}^{-\frac{a}{a}\lrcorner a_{r_{\nu})_{\mathcal{T}}}}}$.
(5.18) (5.15) , .
(5.19)
$x(n+T_{end})=x(0+T_{\epsilon nd}) \frac{A^{n}}{[y(0+T_{end})\{\frac{1}{\nu(0+\tau_{r.,.d})}-U\}+B^{\mathfrak{n}}U]^{\lrcorner 1}a_{22}\dot{\epsilon}}$,
$A= \alpha(1_{\dot{n}_{12}}^{a}-s\iota)_{\exp}[(1-\tau)(r_{x}+\frac{a_{12}}{a_{22}})+r_{x}],$ $B=\alpha\exp[r_{\nu}\tau],$ $U= \frac{a_{22}(1-\exp[-r_{y}\tau])}{r_{y}(1-\frac{1}{\alpha}exP[-r_{y}\tau])}$ .
, 9 . $B$ 2 $\alpha\exp[r_{\nu}\tau]$
. , ( 51).
51 Case II . $x(n+T_{\epsilon \mathfrak{n}d})$ .
(5.20)
$x(n+T_{end})= \frac{x(0+T_{end})}{[1-\frac{a_{22}(1-\epsilon xp[-r_{u}\tau])}{r_{V}(1-\frac{1}{\alpha\cdot xp|r_{V}r1})}y(0+T_{e\mathfrak{n}d})]^{\frac{a}{a}1l}22}$
.











. Hybrid , 2 . 1




. , $y$ Hybrid .
Hybrid , , Hybrid
$12)_{\text{ })}$ :
$-=x(r_{x}-a_{11}x-a_{12}\nu)$ , $\frac{dy}{dt}=y(r_{y}-a_{22}y)$ , $t\in[n+T_{tor\ell}, \mathfrak{n}+T_{nd}]$ .
$dxdt$
$\overline{dt}=x(t)(r_{x}-a_{11}x)$, $y((n+1)+T_{tar\iota})=\alpha y(n+T_{nd})$, .
$t:^{\iota=}\{x,y\}$ . $a_{12}$ , $a_{11},$ $a_{22}$ .
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, .
Hybrid , . Hybrid




5 $y$ Hybrid ,
(5.11) $\frac{dx}{dt}=x(r_{x}-a_{12}y)$ ,
(5.12) $\frac{dy}{dt}=y(r_{y}-a_{22}y)$ , $t\in[n+T_{\epsilon tart},n+T_{end}]$ .
(5.13) $\frac{dx}{dt}=r_{x}x(t)$ ,
(5.14) $y((n+1)+T_{tart})=\alpha y(n+T_{\epsilon nd})$ , .
, $x$ $y$ , $y=0$ ,
$x$ Malthus . ,
. Hybrid
(Guckenheimer and Johnson[7], Johnson[8]).
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